
34% of Britons surveyed by YouGov say their finances

have been negatively affected by this pandemic

compared to 14% for whom it’s been positive (so far)

while half claim to have felt no impact. Different groups

are having very different experiences however. 27% of

those working from home say their finances have been

affected positively (vs 22% negatively) and a third have

seen  disposable income rise. This is in stark contrast to

how the crisis is affecting the already financially

distressed of which the overwhelming majority (70%)

report a negative impact on their finances, including

32% who say the impact has been ‘very’ negative, with

59% seeing their debts increase as a result.

While we make further steps towards normality, major uncertainty remains surrounding the health

of the British economy as a result of lockdown measures. A recent survey from YouGov indicates

that the British public do believe that the measures taken were still worth it. 69% believe that the

health benefits have been worth the economic and social disruptions compared to only 17% for

whom the economic downfall too high a price to pay. 

As shops re-open, pubs and restaurants prepare to open their doors, our attention turns to the health

of the British economy, corporate social responsibility and what lies in store for brands and their

consumers. We highlight a few things that caught our attention in our latest Lockdown Lowdown.
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Brits believe that lockdown measures were worth the
cost to our economy. 

The pandemic is affecting people financially in very
different ways.

https://yougov.co.uk/topics/economy/articles-reports/2020/06/30/covid-19-economic-crisis-hits-those-already-strugg
https://yougov.co.uk/topics/health/articles-reports/2020/06/23/covid-19-has-lockdown-been-worth-it


Hundreds of brands have now pulled their advertising spend from Facebook in protest about  the

moderation of misinformation and hate speech. Household names including The North Face,

Starbucks, Levi’s, and Adidas have joined the boycott. CNN reports however that most of the biggest

ad spenders haven’t, with only three of the 25 biggest spenders publicly confirming their plans to

pause marketing. The top 25 businesses reportedly account for 3% of Facebook’s revenues (and the

top 100 only 6%) due to a very long tail of advertisers which insulates its revenues. 

"We take these matters very seriously and respect the feedback from our partners. We're making real

progress keeping hate speech off our platform...but as we've said, we make policy changes based on

principles, not revenue pressures," commented a Facebook spokesperson .

Amazon is rumoured to be pursuing deals to licence

live and linear programming in a bid to expand its

video portfolio. Since last October viewers have been

able to stream live programming through its Fire TV

devices via a dedicated news app, however this step

change would differentiate Amazon Prime Video from

its competitors Netflix and Disney+ and start to

compete with the likes of Pluto TV, claimed to be the

largest free streaming television service in the world.

Times Radio was launched on Monday 29th June, featuring programming presented by Times

journalists and talent recruited from other broadcasters including the BBC (from whom presumably

they hope to steal listeners). The launch follows the newspaper’s review of its pricing strategy,

opting to end subscription trials and instead boost its revenues from full price subscribers. The

station will not offer traditional spot ads to brands but will provide sponsored content opportunities.

More advertisers boycott Facebook, but will it make
much of a difference to the media giant?

Amazon set to compete in live and linear TV space.

The Times launches speech radio station as part of
efforts to boost subscription revenues.

https://edition.cnn.com/2020/07/01/tech/facebook-top-advertisers/index.html
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A recent survey from Reach Solutions shines a light on the 

 apparent divergence  between the values of ordinary

people and marketing professionals' perceptions of them.

Results showed that industry professionals' views were

strikingly different  views to the actual values of the "modern

mainstream". While industry professionals thought that 68%

of mainstream consumers aspired to own expensive

possessions, just 11% of the mainstream said this about

themselves. When asked about factors affecting purchase

decisions, industry professionals also underestimated the

importance to mainstream  consumers of value for money,

reliability, quality and customer service,  which evidently 

remain important values commonly shared!

It comes as no surprise that online consumption

surged during lockdown, however Ofcom’s latest

Online Nation study shows the extent of this, with UK

adults spending an average of four hours and two

minutes online per day in April 2020. This is up from

3 hours and 29 minutes in September 2019. The

report also highlights the surge in the usage of

content sharing apps, with the likes of YouTube,

Snapchat, Instagram and Tiktok now being used by

9 in 10 adults, with Tiktok in particular experiencing 

 phenomenal growth in visitors from 5.4m in January

2020 to 12.9m in April just three months later!

Marketing professionals out of touch with consumer
aspirations, according to recent research.

UK internet usage hits record-breaking levels.

http://www.mimedia.co.uk/
https://www.reachsolutions.co.uk/sites/default/files/2020-06/Reach%20Solutions%20The%20Aspiration%20Window.pdf
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/about-ofcom/latest/features-and-news/uk-internet-use-surges

